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Complete the Yellow Brick

Road at the JIVF 2021, and

go into the draw to WIN a

trip to South Australia for

the Jewellery Industry

Summit!
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The more you visit, the higher your chance to WIN!
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Name:

Email:

Business Name:

Visit the below exhibitors at the

Jewellery Industry Virtual Fair to go

into the draw to WIN!
Entrants will go into the draw to win:

Flights to South Australia for the Jewellery Industry Summit 

9th and 10th July, and accomodation at the 5 Star Mayfair Hotel.

1.Aurora 88

2.GIVE Packaging

Booth 

Visited

Offer 

Redeemed

4.Evotech Pacific

5.MMC

6.Chemgold

7.Jewellery Training Solutions

3.Poix & Troy

8.The Gem Monarchy

9.Palloys

10.GAA

Chat to Aurora 88 during the fair and go into the draw to 
Win $1000 Voucher.

Chat to MMC during the fair and go into the draw to 
Win $1000 Voucher.

15% off orders placed at the Jewellery Industry Virtual Fair!

WIN a $400 dinner for 2! To enter, simply book a time to chat with
Philippe and Craig during the Fair.

Purchase Matrix Gold or Counter Sketch International before 12th
March, and receive 10% off. 

10% off all products.

Discounted Spinels.* T&C's apply

$1 Print and Cast Fees, for all Gold and Platinum orders between 11th
- 13th March.

Fill out the GAA Expression of Interest form, to go into the draw to
Win an Introduction to Gems and Gemmology Course.

Terms and Conditions: Prize includes 2 x flights to Adelaide, from any Australian Capital City, for the 9th and 10th of July including accomodation at the Mayfair Hotel, for the Jewellery Industry Summit. Prize
can not be exchanged for cash. Above offers will be honored by each individual supplier. In the event that the supplier can not fulfil the prizes and offers above, the event organiser will not be held liable to
fulfil the offers. *The Gem Monarchy - If over 5 carats are purchased/ordered of spinels up to 2 carats in individual carat weight and in standard colours, a discount is applied.

Visit the participating suppliers, and redeem their offers or chat to them during the JIVF. Fill in this form and return to

info@jewelleryindustryfair.com to be entered into the draw to win. The more booths you visit, the higher your chances

to win. Winner will be drawn by March 31st 2021. 

Visit the Chemgold booth to redeem our fair offers.

11.JC Jewels 15% off any orders placed between the 11th and the 13th of March. 

12.Gemstone Detective
Use the code JIVFMARCH21 to get the Sri Lanka book

for FREE. *Shipping not included.
 


